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for the subject gate, i did not know the percentage of students failing in
it. so i did not think i would get through if i prepare only for it. for my

preparation i did not do any other subject so that i could concentrate on
this only. i prepared from the text book by r.k.kanodia and i did not look

any other book. the text book is very lucid and the way it deals with
various topics is very understandable and also the way it explains the
concepts is very good. however, the course structure was less then

optimal. i did not know the structure and the timing of the exams. i tried
to learn it and whenever i had time i went through all the subject.
fortunately my preparation went very well. i had received a lot of

valuable inputs from teachers in the institute, who are in the field of
communication. i was not sure if they were true or not, but they helped a
lot in my preparation. i did not know to what extent they were helpful to
the other students but for me it was very much helpful. the day before

the exam, i had a very tense morning. i was sure about my rank but the
tension was killing me. i was sure that there were just 2 or 3 students in

the batch who had rank more than me. i was also sure that i would not be
able to get the rank i had expected. now i cant even get the time to write
it all. i think i need a new day-time where i can dedicate time for my gate

preparations. the whole day is filled with other work and my gate
preparations are not even in the priority list. i am sure that i will be able
to clear it. but it would be good if someone else can provide inputs about

the subject, please leave a comment below or email to
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career_sonu@yahoo.com. i would be happy to answer them.
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this is a very good one for me. we had two courses in our btech on that.
one on basics in the semester 2-2 and the other on applications in 4-2. for

basics i followed elements of electromagnetics by sadiku in 2-2. while
doing the course in 4-2, i went through electromagnetic waves and

radiation systems by jordan and balmain for basics as referred by a very
senior professor, who taught us the course. i did not touch it again till the

time i started preparing for gate13. last time i went through sadiku.
actually i did not jump directly into the subject. i completed preparing

differential equations and vector calculus because of the math involved in
emt is very much depended on the two topics. particularly, vector
calculus was found to be very useful when preparing for basics. i

maintained my own notes for emt starting with vector calculus. i still feel
difficult to grasp my own notes in an hour even though the points are

brief. i followed first few chapters of antennas and wave propagation by
harish and sachidananda for antenna theory. this is too useful for me. this

is a very useful book for me for both of the topics. for basics i followed
elements of electromagnetics by sadiku and for applications i followed
electromagnetic waves and radiation systems by jordan and balmain. i

tried to prepare as much as i could from my home. i also discussed it with
my seniors. for basics, it would fetch you 10-12 marks easily. for

applications, i scored 7-8 marks as i didnt really go through the book. in
my case, gate is a very good score. the question papers are easy and the

topics are very well explained. you just need to understand the logic
behind and then you can easily get the marks. 5ec8ef588b
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